
Daniel Curtin
Front-End Software Developer

Denver, CO. 80210 | (352) 409-7782 | dcurtin.work@gmail.com
LinkedIn | GitHub

OBJECTIVE

Seeking an opportunity with a dynamic company that offers challenging projects and fosters professional
and personal growth as a developer.

SKILLS

Front-End: React | JavaScript | HTML | CSS | TypeScript | GraphQL | Apollo Client | Hooks | Router
Testing: Cypress | Mocha | Chai | CI & CD | GitHub Actions
Tools: Terminal | GitHub | Git | Slack | NPM | Webpack | Google Firebase | Microsoft Teams | Agile

PROJECTS

Inner Worlds (Group) | Check it out – GitHub Repo |
● Collaborated with a team of three front-end and five back-end developers to create a dream journal app.
● Applied agile practices to coordinate sprints, perform code reviews, and keep clear communication between

front-end and back-end with daily standups.
● Utilized React Hooks and React Router, implemented GraphQL with Apollo Client, and tested with Cypress.

FurCast (Solo) | Check it out – GitHub Repo |
● Utilized React, React Hooks, React Router, and Cypress testing to create a weather app for dog walkers.
● Gained experience working with remote, unaffiliated APIs and documentation.
● Successfully implemented all application functionality and logic using functional programming.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Sheraton DTC - Greenwood Village, CO. Banquet Captain, Cafe Supervisor (09/2021)-(10/2022)
● Coordinated and executed successful banquet events, ensuring smooth operations from start to finish.
● Facilitated pre-event meetings with staff to discuss event details, resulting in well-planned and executed

events that met client expectations.
● Demonstrated strong organizational skills and effective prioritization to ensure individual tasks were

completed efficiently.

Office Depot - Denver, CO. Supervisor (04/2020)-(09/2021)
● Collaborated with teammembers to successfully deliver projects on time and ensure customer satisfaction.
● Streamlined order fulfillment processes by implementing effective teammember communication standards,

resulting in a 75% increase in efficiency.
● Leveraged sales and design technologies to surpass performance goals and drive revenue growth.

EDUCATION

Front-End Engineering Certificate 2023
Turing School of Software and Design - Denver, CO.

● 1500 hours of programming experience using agile methodologies over a 7 month intensive ACCET accredited
software development program.

Certified Notary Public 2021
National Notary Association - Colorado

http://linkedin.com/in/daniel-curtin-39954a192/
https://github.com/danielcurtin
https://inner-worlds-ui.vercel.app/
https://github.com/Inner-Worlds/inner-worlds-ui
https://danielcurtin.github.io/FurCast
https://github.com/danielcurtin/FurCast

